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3

Summary 4

Numerical continuation using the Asymptotic Numerical Method (ANM), together with the Harmonic 5

Balance Method (HBM), makes it possible to follow the periodic solutions of non-linear dynamical systems 6

such as physical models of wind instruments. This has been recently applied to practical problems such 7

as the categorization of musical instruments from the calculated bifurcation diagrams [15]. Nevertheless, 8

one problem often encountered concerns the uncertainty on some parameters of the model (reed parameters 9

in particular), the values of which are set almost arbitrarily because they are too difficult to measure 10

experimentally. In this work we propose a novel approach where constraints, defined from experimental 11

measurements, are added to the system. This operation allows uncertain parameters of the model to be 12

relaxed and the continuation of the periodic solution with constraints to be performed. It is thus possible to 13

quantify the variations of the relaxed parameters along the solution branch. The application of this technique 14

to a physical model of a trumpet is presented in this paper, with constraints derived from experimental 15

measurements on a trumpet player. 16

1 Introduction 17

Physical modeling is a valuable strategy in order to study numerically the response of a musical instruments [1]. 18

In the case of brass instruments, various studies have focused on the modeling and simulation of the brass 19

player and his/her instrument [2–10]. Some techniques such as numerical continuation are particularly relevant 20

in order to compute periodic solution branches of wind instrument models [11]. Such a technique has been 21

applied to woodwind instruments [14] and brass instruments [12, 13], and recently to the objective comparison 22

of trumpets, through the extraction of descriptors calculated from the solution branches obtained by numerical 23

continuation [15]. 24

Nevertheless, the question of the values of the reed parameters (lip parameters for brass instruments) remains 25

particularly sensitive. In brass instruments, the lip-reed system consists in a sophisticated biological system 26
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made of several layers of biological tissues, whose mechanical properties can be controlled by the player by27

activating various orofacial muscles. The question of the equivalent parameters of a biomechanical lip-reed28

model is made complicated by the difficulty in estimating these parameters experimentally, as well as by the29

uncertainty on the variations of these parameters in the course of a given musical task.30

Some experimental studies on artificial player systems [6,16], or human performers [2,17–20], have shed some31

light on the dynamics of the lip-reed valve and proposed some values for the mechanical parameters of the lips,32

which are derived from frequency response measurements. Other strategies, based on numerical optimization33

techniques applied to the internal pressure, have been proposed in woodwind instruments in order to derive34

the mechanical parameters of a reed model from experimental measurements [21, 22]. In physical models of35

brass instruments, the mechanical parameters of the lip-reed model are often assumed constant for a given note.36

Velut et al. [23] proposed a review on the values used in different studies focused primarily on the trombone.37

In this context, the question of matching the output of a physical model with experimental measurements38

becomes an important topic of interest. Furthermore, the strategy of numerical continuation applied to a39

physical model of brass instrument offers a global view of the response of the system (evolution of the state of40

the system with respect to one parameter of the model), likely to be used as a basis for fitting the model with41

experimental observations. The idea we propose in this study then comes from a dynamical system approach,42

where the modeled system can be augmented with additional equations that impose some constraints on the43

outputs of the model. In this article, these constraints are established from experimental observations on a44

musician. Adding these constraints then requires relaxation of some parameters of the model. The parameters45

which values and evolution are relatively uncertain along a periodic branch will be prioritized: the mechanical46

parameters of the lip model in the case of brass instruments.47

This approach has two great benefits: 1- it enables identification of the evolution of the lip parameter values48

along a solution branch, based on some constraints established from experimental observations. This then49

provides information about the “gesture” required by the player’s model to fulfill the additional constraints. 2-50

it provides new information about the instrument, by allowing the variation of lip parameters required to achieve51

a given task (defined by the constraints) to be quantified. This is then suitable for instrument comparison, which52

is one of the motivations behind this work.53

In this paper, application of constrained continuation to a physical model of the trumpet is presented, where54

the constraints are established from measurements on a trumpet player: frequency and/or amplitude of the sound55

produced during a crescendo. This paper is organized as follows: the physical model and basic continuation56

results are recalled in Section 2, measurements on a trumpet player are described in Section 3, the constrained57

continuation approach is then detailed in Section 4. Results and conclusions are presented in Sections 5 and 6.58
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2 Numerical continuation of physical model of brass instruments 59

2.1 Model and dimensionless equations 60

We consider a one-dimensional lip model, coupled to the resonator impedance described by a series of complex 61

modes similar to what is proposed in [15]. The coupling between the mechanical oscillator and the acoustic 62

resonator is achieved by a stationary Bernoulli flow equation, considering turbulent mixing in the mouthpiece 63

with no pressure recovery. The mechanical and acoustic equations are given in system 1, where y is the vertical 64

lip position (y0 is the lip position at rest), ωl, Ql, µl and b the lip mechanical parameters (resonance angular 65

frequency, quality factor, mass per surface area and lip opening width respectively), sk and Ck with k ∈ [1, N ] 66

the modal parameters (poles and residues respectively) of the N resonances of the acoustic impedance of the 67

instrument, Zc the characteristic impedance, u the volume flow, p the downstream pressure at the input of the 68

instrument (in the mouthpiece), and p0 the upstream (mouth) static pressure. 69


ÿ(t) + ωl

Ql
ẏ(t) + ωl

2(y(t)− y0) = 1
µl

(p0 − p(t))

ṗk(t) = ZcCku(t) + skpk(t),∀k ∈ [1, N ],

(1)

with p(t) = 2
∑N
k=1<(pk(t)) and u =

√
2|p0−p|

ρ b · sign(p0 − p) · θ(y), where θ(y) = |y|+y
2 , b is the lip width and 70

ρ is the air density. 71

72

The case of a negative opening of the lips is managed by introducing the function θ(y) which enforces u = 0 73

if y < 0. The modal parameters of the N modes of the impedance are extracted from the measured input 74

impedance, corrected to 27◦C [24], using the high resolution method ESPRIT [25]. We remind that nonlinear 75

propagation phenomena that may originate from large pressure levels (at high mouth pressure values) are not 76

taken into account in this model. 77

Figure 2 represents a reconstruction of the input impedance of a B[ trumpet in open fingering (no valve 78

pressed) from the superposition of 11 complex modes, against the measured input impedance. Despite some 79

discrepancies at some anti-resonances, this representation shows overall a very satisfactory match in both 80

magnitude and phase between the two curves. The corresponding poles and residues values are given in Table 81

1. 82

The choice is made to work with the Asymptotic Numerical Method (ANM) implemented in the software 83

MANLAB [26]. Recently, this method has been associated with the Harmonic Balance Method (HBM) for 84

the search of periodic solutions of oscillating systems [28]. One requirement of MANLAB relies on the recast 85

of nonlinearities of the model into, at most, quadratic nonlinearities. This system of equations can be made 86

dimensionless by introducing the following variables: 87
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Figure 1: (Color online) Measured input impedance (dashed black) and reconstructed input impedance from
11 complex modes (red) for a B[ trumpet with open fingering.

peak index sk Ck
1 -1.3979.101 + 5.2247.102i 1.3601.109 + 2.5960.107i
2 -2.2419.101 + 1.4621.103i 1.7437.109 + 3.6566.107i
3 -2.8642.101 + 2.1870.103i 2.4381.109 + 3.4217.107i
4 -3.7641.101 + 2.9066.103i 4.7175.109 - 6.5252.106i
5 -4.5031.101 + 3.6577.103i 5.7356.109 + 8.7953.105i
6 -4.9819.101 + 4.3390.103i 7.6553.109 - 1.1749.107i
7 -5.8425.101 + 5.0290.103i 7.3308.109 + 1.3414.108i
8 -6.6774.101 + 5.7054.103i 4.7527.109 + 2.2058.108i
9 -7.2239.101 + 6.4595.103i 2.3351.109 + 2.8082.108i
10 -9.4396.101 + 7.2109.103i 1.6618.109 + 2.8424.108i
11 -1.2862.102 + 7.9310.103i 1.1338109 + 4.9805.108i

Table 1: Values of poles and residues extracted from the input impedance of a B[ trumpet with open fingering
using the ESPRIT method.
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x = y
y0

PM = µlωl
2y0

γ = p0
PM

p̃ = p
PM

R̃k = Rk

PM

Ĩk = Ik
PM

ũ = u Zc

PM

ṽ = v√
2PM/ρ

ζ = Zcby0
√

2
ρPM

t̃ = t=(s1)

ω̃l = ωl

=(s1)

C̃k = Ck

=(s1)

s̃k = sk
=(s1) ,

(2)

with Rk and Ik the real and imaginary parts of the pressure components pk with k ∈ [1, N ]. The complete 88

quadratic dimensionless model can then be written as follows. 89



˜̇Rk = <(C̃k)ũ+ <(s̃k)R̃k −=(s̃k)Ĩk,∀k ∈ [1, N ]

˜̇Ik = =(C̃k)ũ+ =(s̃k)R̃k + <(s̃k)Ĩk,∀k ∈ [1, N ]

˜̇x = ω̃lz̃

˜̇z = ω̃l(1− x− 1
Ql
z + γ − p̃),

(3)

with the auxilary equations: 90



0 = 2
∑N
k=1 R̃k − p̃

0 = x2 + εx − s2

0 = γ − p̃− ṽw

0 = ṽ2 + εv − w2

0 = ζ (s+x)
2 ṽ − ũ,

(4)

with 0 < εv << 1 and 0 < εx << 1, the regularization constants such as εv = εx = 10−3. The reader is 91

invited to consult [15] for more details. 92
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2.2 Contiuation by ANM93

The dynamical system described by Eqs. 3 and 4 can be analyzed by numerical continuation, especially using the94

Asymptotic Numerical Method (ANM) [27] implemented in the software MANLAB [26]. This method is based95

on the expansion of the solutions under the form of truncated Taylor series, providing analytical approximate96

formulations of the branch of solution. Associated with the Harmonic Balance Method (HBM), the ANM allows97

for search of periodic solutions of the dynamical system, the unknowns being the Fourier coefficients of each98

variable [29, 30] and the oscillation frequency. For more details, the reader is invited to refer to the specific99

literature on the subject [31,32].100

Figure 2 shows the results of continuation the system described by Eqs. 3 and 4: it represents the bifurcation101

diagram (peak to peak amplitude of p with respect to p0) of the branch of periodic solution corresponding to a102

B[4 . This result is obtained with the lip parameters given in Table 2.103

Ql 3
µl 2 kg.m−2

y0 0.1 mm
b 8 mm

Table 2: Lip parameters used for the numerical continuation of the model.

The lip natural frequency is set by Linear Stability Analysis (LSA) [15, 23] to fl = ωl/2π = 382.18 Hz, so104

that the playing frequency is closed to a B[4 (f0 ' 470 Hz).105

The bifurcation diagram obtained in Fig. 2 sheds light on some behavior that brass players are familiar with,106

and that have been described in previous studies [12,15]. These features include: 1- an inverse bifurcation and107

Hopf point around p0 = 2.2 kPa; 2- an unstable section oriented towards the left until it reaches a fold; 3- at108

the fold, a change of stability towards a stable branch where the amplitude of the internal pressure p increases109

with the mouth pressure p0. Note that for the lips parameters chosen (Table 2), the order of magnitude of p0110

is coherent with experimental observations in the trumpets [33].111

3 Measurements on trumpet player112

Whereas the numerical results obtained by continuation seem coherent with the behavior of a brass instrument,113

it is then relevant to compare more accurately these numerical outputs with some experimental data obtained on114

brass players. For this purpose, experimental bifurcation diagrams were collected by measurements conducted115

on a trumpet player using the trumpet whose impedance was measured in order to implement the model116

described in the previous section. For these measurements, the tuning slide was set to its default setting, as in117

the impedance measurements, in order to use exactly the same resonator in both conditions.118
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Figure 2: (Color online) Bifurcation diagram (peak-to-peak amplitude of p with respect to p0) of the periodic
branch of solution for a B[4 (470Hz). The dotted line indicates the unstable part of the solution branch, while
the solid line indicates the stable part of the branch. ©: Hopf bifurcation (pH point), 5: fold, 4: |p| at the
Hopf bifurcation, �: |p| when p0 = 5 kPa.

3.1 Experimental setup and protocol 119

A National Instrument acquisition card and two ENDEVCO pressure sensors (model 8510B) are used to measure 120

the upstream (mouth) pressure p0e and downstream (mouthpiece) pressure pe respectively (the sampling rate 121

is set to fs = 51, 2 kHz). The mouthpiece sensor is set up so that the extremity is mounted flush in the 122

mouthpiece cup. The mouth sensor is connected to a small tube that the musician is asked to insert in the 123

mouth. An illustration of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3. 124

In order to collect experimental data comparable as much as possible with a bifurcation diagram obtained 125

numerically, the player is instructed to produce a slow crescendo-decrescendo from ppp to ff (see Fig. 4). The 126

objective is to be as close as possible to the hypothesis of a quasi-static variation of the mouth pressure. The 127

player is then instructed to avoid using the tongue at the note onset (no tonguing at the attack) and to make 128

the crescendo-decrescendo as regular and as slow as possible (recommended tempo: 70 bpm). No particular 129

instructions were given to the players with regards to the stability of the fundamental frequency. 130

The collected data are treated as follows: a moving window is applied to the data (window size 20 ms with no 131

overlap). The peak-to-peak amplitude of the mouthpiece pressure |pe| is extracted for each window, as well as 132

the mean of the low-pass filtered mouth pressure p̄0e. The duration of the crescendo and decrescendo phase are 133

then extracted from the peak-to-peak envelope (Fig. 5). In order to impose a relatively low variability between 134
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Figure 3: (Color online) Trumpet player during experiments: two miniature pressure sensors are used to measure
the upstream (mouth) and downstream (mouthpiece) pressures during performance.

Figure 4: Musical task asked to the player. Recommended tempo: 70 bpm. Note that the musical staff shows
written pitch C4, a tone higher than sounding pitch B[4.

the tasks used for analysis, only the maneuvers where the duration of the crescendo and decrescendo are within135

3.5 and 4.5 seconds are considered. Out of eight repetitions of the task, three maneuvers are then discarded.136

The time-evolution of |pe| and p̄0e for the five selected repetitions of the crescendo-decrescendo task is shown137

in Fig. 6138

The experimental bifurcation diagrams (|pe| with respect to p̄0e, and f0 with respect to p̄0e) associated with139

the data represented in Fig. 6 are then represented in Fig. 7.140

The results of Fig. 7 show some common features with the numerical diagram of Fig. 2: 1- a minimum blowing141

pressure in the same pressure range as calculated by continuation, 2- an inverse bifurcation that appears under142

the form of an hysteresis in the experimental data, 3- a relatively linear increase of |pe| with p̄0e as observed143

in numerical results, 4- relatively small variations of f0 along the maneuver. These results then support our144

hypothesis regarding the ability of the 1-mode outward-striking lip model to generate behaviors that seem145

relatively coherent with human behaviors.146

Figure 8 shows the five bifurcation diagrams of Fig. 7 overlapped on the same plot. This representation147

highlights the relatively high repeatability of the player across the five iterations. In the case of |pe|, the average148

of the linear regression coefficients of each bifurcation diagram is calculated for p̄0e > 1.5 kPa (plotted as a red149

line in Fig. 8, top). In the case of f0, the average of f0 values for p̄0e > 1.5 kPa is calculated (plotted as a red150

line in Fig. 8, bottom).151
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Figure 5: (Color online) Crescendo-decrescendo maneuvers performed by the trumpet player. Mouthpiece
pressure (gray), mouth pressure (blue) and peak-to-peak mouthpiece pressure envelope (red). The crosses
indicate the onset, maximum amplitude and sound extinction locations. The green area corresponds to the
crescendo phase, the magenta area to the decrescendo phase.
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Figure 6: (Color online) Five crescendo-decrescendo maneuvers performed by the trumpet player. Top: mouth
pressured measured (black) and low-pass filtered (red). Bottom: mouthpiece pressure (black) and peak-to-peak
envelope (red).

3.2 Comparison with numerical solutions 152

Although some important similarities can be found between the bifurcation diagrams obtained numerically (Fig. 153

2) and experimentally (Fig. 8), it seems very difficult, with constant lip parameters, to generate a numerical 154

bifurcation diagram with a stable branch of similar slope as the measured diagrams. Figure 9 shows results of 100 155

bifurcation diagrams calculated from random variations of the lip parameters. More precisely, the parameters 156
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Figure 7: Experimental bifurcation diagrams obtained from one player playing a Bb4 with slow crescendo-
decrescendo. Top: |pe| with respect to p̄0e. Bottom: f0 with respect to p̄0e.
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Figure 8: (Color online) Experimental bifurcation diagrams obtained from one player playing a Bb4 with slow
crescendo-decrescendo (same data as in Fig. 7). Top: |pe| with respect to p̄0e. Bottom: f0 with respect to p̄0e.
The top red line is obtained by averaging the linear regression coefficients of each diagram for p̄0e > 1.5 kPa.
The bottom red line is obtained by averaging f0 values for p̄0e > 1.5 kPa.

are varied by ±50% around the values given in Table 2 for Ql and b, and by ±90% for µl and y0. For each157

calculation, the lip natural frequency fl is obtained from LSA. In this figure, the amplitude of p is estimated158

by the L2 norm, which choices is motivated by the mathematical form of this norm, as it will be explained in159

the next section.160
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Linear regressions applied to the stable parts of the calculated diagram (‖p‖L2 w.r.t. p0) allows extraction of 161

a slope value for each diagram. On the top right plot of Fig. 9, these slope values and the mouth pressure at the 162

Hopf point, pH , are represented for each diagram, along with the slope and intercept with the horizontal axis of 163

the red line obtained from experimental data and represented on the top left plot of Fig. 9. This intercept with 164

the horizontal axis corresponds indeed to the Hopf point of the target solution. Despite large variations of the 165

lip parameters across calculations, the slopes of the calculated stable branches are lower than the slope of the 166

experimental diagrams. Furthermore, on the bottom right plot, f0 values, as well as the variations of f0 along 167

the solution branch (∆f0 = max(f0)−min(f0)), are represented for all diagrams, along with the values obtained 168

from the experimental data. It can be noticed from fig. 8 that ∆f0 is associated with an overall decrease of 169

f0 with p0. The calculated fundamental frequencies are significantly above the values observed experimentally, 170

which is usually expected with an outward striking lip model [34]. 171

These observations suggest that it might be relatively difficult to find a combination of lip parameters allowing 172

experimental diagrams to be replicated numerically. In the following, an approach is proposed to study if a 173

numerical bifurcation diagram closer to the experimental one can be reached if some parameter values are 174

allowed to vary with respect to the bifurcation parameter p0. 175

More precisely, by enabling some lip parameters to vary along the solution branch, and by imposing some 176

constraints to the solution, the periodic solutions of this new extended system are derived, as well as the 177

evolution of the relaxed parameters along the solution branch. 178

4 Constrained continuation 179

In order to generate numerical diagrams with similar features as the one obtained with the trumpet player, 180

some constraints should then be defined from the bifurcation diagrams obtained experimentally. 181

4.1 Constraints 182

Two constraints are defined (red lines of Fig. 9), which represent the result of the musician’s action. The first 183

constraint concerns the relationship between the L2 norm of p̃ (‖p̃‖L2) and the dimensionless mouth pressure 184

γ, along the stable part of the branch of the bifurcation diagram: 185

‖p̃‖L2 = Sγ + I, (5)

where γ = p0/PM is the dimensionless mouth pressure with PM = µlωl
2y0, S and I are constant values, and 186

‖p̃‖L2 = 2
∥∥∥∑N

k=1<(p̃k)
∥∥∥
L2

= 2
√∑N

k=1<(p̃k)2. The value of ωl is calculated by LSA as in Section 2 such as 187

fl = ωl/2π = 382.18 Hz. The choice of the L2 norm is motivated by the quadratic form of Eq. 5 w.r.t. the 188

unknowns when elevated at the power of 2, quadratic nonlinear equations being a prerequisite of the ANM. 189
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Figure 9: (Color online) Left: 100 bifurcation diagrams obtained from random variations of the lip parameters
around the values given in table 2, the plain red lines are the targets obtained from human performance. The
dashed line on the bottom plot corresponds to the modified target. Top right: mouth pressure at Hopf bifurcation
and slope calculated from 100 linear regressions performed on the stable sections of the 100 bifurcation diagrams,
the red diamond corresponds to the red line in the left plot. Bottom right: ∆f0 and f0 obtained from the 100
bifurcation diagrams, the plain red diamond correspond to the red line in the left plot. The empty red diamond
corresponds to the modified target.

The second constraint simply writes as follows:

ω̃ = F, (6)

where F is a constant value.190

4.2 Relaxed parameters and new system to solve191

Equations 5 and 6 are added to the original system (systems 3 and 4). Adding two equations to the system has192

to be balanced by the introduction of two new unknowns. QL and ζ = Zcby0
√

2
ρPM

are chosen as the relaxed193

parameters. The parameter ζ can be interpreted as an “embouchure” parameter as it depends only on lip and194

mouthpiece parameters, and in particular on the lip width b that appears exclusively in the expression of ζ.195

This requires the system of equations to be recast in order to preserve the quadratic property of the model.196
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The main equations are unchanged compared to Eq. 3: 197



˜̇Rk = <(C̃k)ũ+ <(s̃k)R̃k −=(s̃k)Ĩk,∀k ∈ [1, N ]

˜̇Ik = =(C̃k)ũ+ =(s̃k)R̃k + <(s̃k)Ĩk,∀k ∈ [1, N ]

˜̇x = ω̃lz̃

˜̇z = ω̃l(1− x− qlz + γ − p̃),

(7)

with qL = 1/QL. Two equations are introduced to account for the constraints: 198


0 = (Sγ + I)2 −

∑N
k=1 R̃k

2

0 = 2πF − ω̃.
(8)

One additional auxiliary variable m, as well as the corresponding equation are introduced in order to preserve 199

the quadratic property of the model. Indeed, since ζ is now an unknown, the last equation of system 4 is no 200

longer quadratic. The system of auxiliary equations then becomes: 201



0 = 2
∑N
k=1 R̃k − p̃

0 = x2 + εx − s2

0 = γ − p̃− ṽw

0 = ṽ2 + εv − w2

0 = (s+x)
2 ṽ −m

0 = ζm− ũ.

(9)

The system formed by Eq. 7, 8 and 9 is dimensionless and quadratic. It is then compatible with the application 202

of the Asymptotic Numerical Method (ANM) using MANLAB. 203

The following vector of unknowns is then considered: 204

X = [R1, I1, R2, I2, ..., RN , IN , x, z, p̃, s, ṽ, w,m, ũ, ζ, qL, ω̃]. (10)

5 Results of constrained continuation 205

5.1 Values of the constraints 206

The two constraints are defined based on the experimental observations of Section 3: 207

1. The values of S and I are calculated from the average of the linear regressions applied to the musician’s 208

data: S = 1.5461 and I = −0.9724. In Fig. 9, the red line crosses the beam of blue diagrams for ‖p‖L2 209
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(top left). This suggests that it should be possible to find a solution with relaxed parameters that will210

follow the red constraint.211

2. In Fig. 9, although the red line crosses the beam’ of blue diagrams for ‖p‖L2 (top left), it is not the212

case for f0 (bottom left), where the plain red line that comes from experimental results does not share213

any point with the numerical results. This mismatch is due to the outward striking lip model which, by214

construction, oscillates at frequencies slightly above human lips. This observation implies that no solution215

with relaxed parameter should be able to reach measured f0 values. The value of F is then set to 480 Hz,216

slightly above the averaged value measured on the player, as shown in Fig. 9. This frequency remains in217

the vicinity of B[4: 42.8 cents above the theoretical B[4 at 468.28 Hz (with 442 Hz A4 tuning reference).218

5.2 Initial conditions219
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Figure 10: (Color online) Initial bifurcation diagram (blue) and target diagram (dashed red).

In order to initialize the calculation with constraints, an initial point should be defined, preferably not too far220

from the target solution branch. To this end, among the 100 bifurcation diagrams generated in Section 3, one221

diagram, and the associated lip parameters, is selected, so that it crosses the target diagram within the p0 range222

of interest (between 1 kPa and 4 kPa). This diagram is represented in Fig. 10 and the associated lip parameters223

given in Table 3. A point near the intersection with the target (around p0 = 2.5 kPa) is extracted and is used224

as the initial point for the constrained continuation. Priority is given to the intersection with the ‖p‖L2 target225

since, after several trials, it appears to be more critical than f0 for the initialization of the calculation and for226
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Ql 5.25
µl 2.46 kg.m−2

y0 0.078 mm
b 12.78 mm

Table 3: Lip parameters used to initialize the constrained continuation. The lip natural frequency is then set
by LSA to fl = 414 Hz.

the convergence of towards the constrained solution. 227

5.3 Results 228

Figure 11 shows the results of continuation with the constraints defined above. It can be seen that the constrained 229

continuation can be performed successfully over a large range of p0 (up to about 5 kPa). The variations of ζ 230

ans Ql can be observed along the solution branch. Within the p0 range covered by the human player (up to 231

about 3 kPa), these variations are such as 0.04 < ζ < 0.1 and 2.9 < Ql < 5. For Ql, this interval falls within 232

expected values for a brass player lip Q factors [23]. For ζ, this is equivalent to a variation by about 60% of 233

the maximum value. Among the lip parameters, the lip width b is the only parameter that appears only in the 234

expression of ζ, and not in the definition of PM (System 2). Furthermore, b is proportional to ζ, assuming other 235

parameters constant. The variations of ζ can then be interpreted as variations of b by 60% of its maximum 236

value, which we believe to be quite realistic: it is physically acceptable to consider that a player may vary the lip 237

width by such amount within a crescendo-decrescendo maneuver, although this should be eventually confirmed 238

by experimental measurements if possible. 239

Figures 12 (left plot) shows the waveform of p, obtained from experimental measurements with the trumpet 240

player, for three values of p0: 1 kPa, 2 kPa and 3 kPa. In addition, the waveform of p obtained from the 241

bifurcation diagram of Fig. 11 is represented for the same p0 values in Fig. 12 (right plot). Despite some 242

differences in peak-to-peak amplitudes (‖p‖L2 is not the peak-to-peak amplitude of p), both figures show a clear, 243

and relatively similar, evolution of the waveform amplitude and shape with increase in p0. This observation 244

confirms that relevance of the model and of the constrained continuation in reproducing the behavior monitored 245

on a human player. 246

To illustrate this statement, two-second duration sounds corresponding to the waveforms of Fig. 12 are 247

generated (after normalization and application of a linear enveloppe at attack and release), from the experimental 248

measurements for p0 = 1 kPa , p0 = 2 kPa and p0 = 3 kPa , as well as from the bifurcation diagram for 249

p0 = 1 kPa , p0 = 2 kPa and p0 = 3 kPa . Despite some differences in intonation between the model 250

and the experiment (as expected with the outward striking lip model), these sound excerpts confirm a similar 251

evolution of the timbre with p0 between the model and the musician’s recording. 252

In order to further investigate the nature of the calculated solution, the constrained bifurcation diagram, along 253

with a number of bifurcation diagrams where the lip parameters are set constant and taken at various points of 254
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Figure 11: (Color online) Bifurcation diagram with constraints and evolution of the relaxed parameters ζ and
Ql with respect to p0. The target diagram is represented by the red dashed line.
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Figure 12: Waveform of p obtained from experimental measurements on a trumpet player (left) and from
constrained continuation (right), at p0 = 1 kPa (solid line), p0 = 2 kPa (dashed-dotted line) and p0 = 3 kPa
(dashed line).

the constraint solution, are represented in Fig. 13. The intersection points (circle markers) highlight the path255

followed by the constraint solution across constant-parameters solution branches. Note that to be considered256
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as an intersection point with a constant-parameter diagram, both f0 and ‖p‖L2 diagrams should cross a same 257

constant-parameter diagram. In this figure, it appears that all the calculated diagrams are characterized by 258

inverse bifurcations, and that below a certain p0 value (around 1400 Pa), the constrained solution crosses 259

unstable branches only. In other words, the constrained solution is formed by an ensemble of points that belong 260

to bifurcation diagrams which emerge from inverse Hopf bifurcations. Some of these points are then stable and 261

other are unstable, which makes the constrained solution stable above p0 = 1400 Pa, and unstable below this 262

value. Note also that the constrained solution thus does not emerge from any Hopf bifurcation, especially as 263

it is produced through the joint modification of three parameters (ζ, Qlip and p0), where a Hopf bifurcation is 264

defined trough the variation of a single parameter (p0 in our case). That being said, the question whether this 265

stability result depends on the initial conditions (lip parameters at the initial calculation point) remains to be 266

clarified: it is possible that another set of lip parameter values at the initial calculation point will produce a 267

different stability result. 268
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Figure 13: (Color online) Bifurcation diagram with constraints (blue), overlapped with constant-parameter
bifurcation diagrams where ζ and Ql are set to values obtained from constrained continuation. Circle markers
indicate intersection points between the diagram with constraints and the constant-parameters diagrams.
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6 Conclusions269

In this article, a method of continuation where constraints are included in the system of equations, and parame-270

ters of the model are relaxed, is proposed in order to force the model to follow a solution branch close to a human271

performance. Contrary to an optimization strategy, this method provides the solution of the constrained prob-272

lem without any need of defining a cost function nor exploring the parameter space. Within some limitations273

regarding the fundamental frequency, that we may assume to be linked to the properties of the outward striking274

lip model, this method was successfully applied to constraints established from measurements on a trumpet275

player. The obtained trajectories of the relaxed parameter reveal significant but realistic variations along the276

solution branch, which confirms the great potential of the one-degree-of-freedom lip model in producing results277

close to human performances, as well as the importance to make lip model parameters vary to produce these278

outputs. Nevertheless, the obtained results also show some limitations of the present model in producing oscil-279

lations in the same range as human players, particularly a stable branch down to ‖p‖L2 = 0. Modifying the lip280

model parameters that define the initial conditions, may result in different behaviors (e.g. direct bifurcations),281

then allowing to compute stable constrained solutions down to lower pressure values. Moreover, applying the282

constraint from a given point of the initial bifurcation diagram (from the fold point for instance) may contribute283

to generate a constrained solution closer to experimental bifurcation diagrams. Closer investigations at the in-284

fluence of the initial conditions on the constrained continuation results, as well as at the possibility to apply285

the constraints from specific landmarks of an initial solution, should be the objects of future investigations.286

In the future, we also plan to apply this method to more sophisticated lip models, although uncertainties on287

some parameter values of the model (second mode, contact parameters) should be addressed carefully. More288

advanced constraints should also be defined, in order to attempt a better match with experimental observations.289

Regarding potential applications, this method opens some interesting perspectives for the comparison of290

musical instruments, by providing new indicators related to the control of sound production. For instance, the291

variations of the lip parameters along the solution branch may provide some useful indications on corrections292

needed at the level of the embouchure in order to produce a constant-pitch crescendo. It may then bring some293

new basis for objective comparisons of brass instruments using physical modeling and numerical continuation.294
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